NOTES ON CHAPTER XI
Marshall's remarks in this chapter are very valuable for date,
as they are apparently the first attempt by an Englishman to
collect material regarding Indian folklore. Since his day,
however, so much has been done by scholars in this direction that
it is only necessary to group his notes under various headings
and to add a few brief explanations.
i, Marshall is possibly referring in a confused fashion to the
magical properties attributed to crocodile-fat. See Fraser,
Golden Bough, x. 14; Bowrey, ed. Temple, p. 285; and for
the protective quality of tiger-fat see Crooke, Things Indian, p. 8.
4. The marvel of the ladder-climbing and disappearing trick
fades into insignificance when compared with these " charmes
and tricks/1
7-13. Section B (Nos. 7 to 13) deals with Magic Squares, about
which much has been written. See Herklots, Qanoon-e-Islam,
pp. 231-253 ; Panjab Notes and Queries, i. Nos. 462, 537, 686,
785, 1017 ; ii. No. 901; Notes and Queries, 12 S. iii. pp. 383, 424,
454 ; 12 S. iv. p, 87.
No. 9, the " Charm of 34," is repeated on fol. 3ia of Harl. MS.
4254, where Marshall adds : " This figure taken any ways make
34, which I suppose to bee their 27 Nachutturs [Nakshatras, see
Chapter IX] and their 7 Planets."
No. ii was also given to Marshall on two different occasions,
and serves two different purposes.
14. By " Portugees whores" Marshall means Portuguese
half-castes of the " Bandel" or Portuguese settlement at Hugli,
which enjoyed an unenviable reputation at this date. See
Bowrey, ed. Temple, pp. 191-2 and footnote.
16. See also Chapter IX, No. 94, for " What Dayes good for
travell." Lucky and unlucky days are dealt with freely in
Panjab Notes and Queries and Things Indian and in Folklore
ofN. India, where the Persian couplet cited agrees with Marshall's
" Hindoos 7 days " except in making Friday an unlucky day for
travelling westward.
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